Increasing acceptance of the idea that evolution can proceed rapidly has generated considerable interest in understanding the consequences of ongoing evolutionary change for populations, communities and ecosystems. The nascent field of 'eco-evolutionary dynamics' considers these interactions, including reciprocal feedbacks between evolution and ecology. Empirical support for eco-evolutionary dynamics has emerged from several model systems, and we here present some possibilities for diverse and strong effects in Pacific salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.). We specifically focus on the consequences that natural selection on body size can have for salmon population dynamics, community (bearsalmon) interactions and ecosystem process (fluxes of salmon biomass between habitats). For example, we find that shifts in body size because of selection can alter fluxes across habitats by up to 11% compared with ecological (that is, numerical) effects. More generally, we show that selection within a generation can have large effects on ecological dynamics and so should be included within a complete ecoevolutionary framework.
Introduction
Biologists have long-recognized that ecology sets the stage for natural selection and adaptive evolution but have only recently started to fully appreciate the inverse: how ongoing evolutionary change influences ecology. Lag in acceptance of the latter causation was due, in part, to the long-held view that evolution and ecology occur on different time scales (Slobodkin, 1961) ; specifically, that evolution proceeds much slower than ecology. In recent decades, this view has changed with the accumulation of many examples of 'contemporary evolution', that is, evolution observed over dozens to hundreds of generations (for example, see reviews in Hendry and Kinnison, 1999; Kinnison and Hendry, 2001; Reznick and Ghalambor, 2001) . With this growing appreciation for the rapidity of evolution, researchers are now considering its consequences for the dynamics of populations (for example , Hairston Jr et al., 2005; Kinnison and Hairston, 2007; Kinnison et al., 2008; Ezard et al., 2009) , communities (for example, Fussman et al., 2007; Post et al., 2008) and ecosystems (for example, Harmon et al., 2009; Palkovacs et al., 2009) , as well as the reciprocal feedbacks between evolution and ecology (Post and Palkovacs, 2009 ). The growing field of 'eco-evolutionary dynamics' considers these interactions.
Eco-evolutionary dynamics (Figure 1 ) can be conceptualized across the three traditional levels of ecological organization: populations (for example, population size), communities (for example, species diversity) and ecosystems (for example, primary productivity). It is well established in the ecological literature that changes occurring at each of these levels can influence each of the other levels. Evolution influences these processes through interactions between these ecological processes and organismal phenotypes. For the eco-to-evo pathway, phenotypes can be shaped by selection deriving from population dynamics (for example, density dependence), community interactions (for example, predator-prey interactions) and ecosystem function (for example, nutrient levels). For the evo-to-eco pathway, the phenotypic changes can then influence population dynamics, community interactions or ecosystem function. This second set of causal effects is less well known and so it is the focus of this paper.
Most previous studies of eco-evolutionary dynamics have emphasized the role of phenotypic change thought to be due solely to evolution: that is, genetically based between-generation changes. However, phenotypic changes that influence ecological processes also could be the result of other processes. For instance, ecological variables can have plastic effects on organismal phenotypes (West-Eberhard, 2003) , which could then influence ecological processes. Additionally, selection within a generation (before any resulting evolutionary change between generations) can shift phenotypes and thereby influence ecological processes. Phenotypic shifts within a generation because of either plasticity or selection, although not themselves representing evolution per se, nonetheless belong in a complete eco-evolutionary framework. We have chosen to focus on the effects of selection within a generation because this process has rarely been mentioned in the context of eco-evolutionary dynamics (but see Weese et al., 2011) . As selection within a generation can lead to evolutionary change, we also extend our discussion and analyses of how local adaptation might influence eco-evolutionary dynamics.
We illustrate these ideas using Pacific salmon as an example. We first highlight several aspects of salmon biology that make them an excellent system for studying eco-evolutionary dynamics. We then apply the above ideas to salmon eco-evolutionary dynamics across populations, communities and ecosystems.
Pacific salmon as a model system
The life history of Pacific salmon, Oncorhynchus spp., has a number of implications for eco-evolutionary dynamics. First, like all salmonine fishes, Pacific salmon are philopatric, meaning that they return to their natal sites to breed (Dittman and Quinn, 1996; Hendry et al., 2004b) . This natal homing behavior results in discrete breeding populations that can be subject to divergent local selection pressures (for example, Quinn et al., 2001a; Hamon and Foote, 2005; Carlson et al., 2009) . Many fitness-related traits are heritable in this group (reviewed by Carlson and Seamons, 2008) , and so spatially varying selection can drive adaptive divergence among populations. As a result, salmon populations often differ in many phenotypic traits (for example, Taylor, 1991; Fraser et al., 2011) , including age-at-maturity and aspects of their body size and shape (for example, Quinn et al., 2001b) .
Second, Pacific salmon are anadromous, meaning that they undertake migrations between freshwater breeding grounds and marine feeding grounds (Groot and Margolis, 1991; Hendry et al., 2004a; Quinn, 2005) . This aspect of their life history allows Pacific salmon to take advantage of rich ocean feeding grounds while still breeding in ancestral freshwater environments. Depending on the population and species, anadromous individuals spend 1-7 years feeding and growing in the ocean where they achieve B99% of their total lifetime biomass (for example, Gende et al., 2002; Quinn, 2005) . Moreover, survival is high and so they often breed at very high densities (in some cases, even after commercial fishing, over one adult salmon, each weighing 2-3 kg m -2 ; for example, Quinn et al., 2003) . Consequently, even if their per capita ecological effects are small, their total effect could be large because they are so abundant.
Third, Pacific salmon are semelparous, dying at the end of their first and only breeding season. Consequently, Pacific salmon transport energy and nutrients in their bodies from the ocean into the freshwater ecosystems where they are then deposited. Spawning and dead salmon are consumed by numerous predators and scavengers, dispersing salmon tissue beyond their spawning habitats. The importance of these salmon inputs for aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems has been documented in detail (see reviews in Willson and Halupka, 1995; Cederholm et al., 1999; Gende et al., 2002; Schindler et al., 2003; Janetski et al., 2009) . In addition to the importance of salmon as a resource subsidy, they are also ecosystem engineers because of the disturbance caused by their nest digging activities (for example, Field-Dodgson, 1987; Peterson and Foote, 2000; Moore et al., 2004) . The ecological importance of salmon suggests that this is a system where eco-evolutionary dynamics will be manifest (see also Kinnison and Hairston, 2007; Kinnison et al., 2008; Waples et al., 2010) .
Eco-evolutionary dynamics of Pacific salmon
Our consideration of eco-evolutionary dynamics will rely on data from a long-term research program in southwestern Alaska, USA. Hansen Creek is a small, springfed stream in the Wood River Lakes system that flows 2 km from a beaver pond at its head to Lake Aleknagik at its terminus. The creek supports a sizeable run of sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka), with the annual adult return from 1999 to 2009 ranging between 1976 and 20 440 fishes (Figure 2 ). During July, salmon arrive at the creek mouth and stay there for days to weeks while they complete their maturation. Once mature, they enter the creek where all spawning activity takes place from late July through August. During this period, the creek is very shallow (averaging 10 cm deep) and flows are steady, facilitating daily surveys. These surveys typically consist of enumerating all live and dead fish, and noting Bailey et al. 2009 . The field of ecology has traditionally focused on the dynamics of populations, communities and ecosystems as well as feedbacks across these levels: that is, black solid lines in the figure. The field of evolutionary biology has traditionally focused on changes at the genetic or phenotypic levels, as well as feedbacks between them: that is, blue dotted lines in the figure. The field of eco-evolutionary dynamics considers both how changes in population, community and ecosystem dynamics affect phenotyes (green dashed lines) but also how phenotypic change influences populations, communities, and ecosystems (red dash-dotted lines). A full color version of this figure is available at the Heredity journal online.
Eco-evolutionary salmon dynamics SM Carlson et al their sex, location and mode of death (for example, 'stranded' at the shallow creek mouth, killed by bears in the creek or died of senescence in the creek). For a subset of these fish, body length (mid-eye to hypural plate) was measured and otoliths (ear stones) were removed for age determination. In the following sections, we use these data to describe how selection within a generation contributes to trait change. We then consider the consequences of this selection for several aspects of population, community and ecosystem dynamics. Finally, we consider how divergent selection between Hansen and other nearby creeks shapes local adaptation and therefore can have ecological effects.
We focus on two sequential episodes of natural selection acting on body size. This trait was chosen because it is easily quantified and is a regular target of natural and sexual selection (for example, Fleming and Gross, 1994; Quinn et al., 2001a; Hamon and Foote, 2005; Seamons et al., 2007) , as well as human-induced (fishery) selection (for example, ). In addition, body size is expected to influence nutrient subsidy and ecosystem engineering effects.
Adult salmon returning to breed in Hansen Creek face a first episode of selection as they negotiate the creek's shallow mouth on their way into the creek proper (Quinn and Buck, 2001; (Figure 3) . The water at the creek mouth is exceedingly shallow (ca 4 cm at the deepest part) and larger individuals often cannot remain upright, falling over onto their sides and dying ('stranding'). The difficulty in passing the creek's mouth, and therefore the intensity of selection, is largely a function of water level in the lake, which varies among The biomass flux to the upper portion of the creek is reduced due to selective mortality at the mouth The biomass flux to the riparian zone is increased due to selective predation by bears Figure 3 Conceptual illustration of the Hansen creek study system highlighting downstream Lake Aleknagik, the shallow creek mouth, the upper portion of the creek and the creek riparian zone. Fluxes were calculated across habitats, with the flux change into the upper reaches of the creek reduced by mortality at the creek mouth and the flux change into the riparian zone increased by the transportation of salmon carcasses from the creek to the riparian zone by bears. We estimated the relative influence of ecology (size-independent mortality) and selection (size-dependent mortality) on these flux changes across years, and have included two plots to illustrate the influence of selection on the flux change into the creek because of mortality at the creek mouth (a) and the flux change into the riparian zone because of predation by bears (b). Artwork by J Kiyoko Shiosaki. Eco-evolutionary salmon dynamics SM Carlson et al years owing to temperature and precipitation. Years of low water are associated with major stranding events at the creek mouth; up to 42% of the returning males and 26% of the females in a given year have died in this manner. This mortality is highly size-biased, consistently acting against the largest bodied individuals , with Figure 4 showing an example.
The salmon that successfully ascend the mouth of Hansen Creek then face a second episode of selection because of predation by bears (Ruggerone et al., 2000; Quinn and Buck, 2001; Quinn et al., 2001a; Carlson et al., 2009) (Figure 3 ). This mortality is also highly sizeselective, as bears tend to kill relatively large fish, with Figure 5 showing an example. Among year variation in the intensity of selective predation likely varies in relation to the number of bears and the total number of salmon returning to Hansen Creek. That is, bears are expected to be highly selective when the number of salmon available to them is large (for example, 2006, Figure 2 ) and the opportunity to be selective is therefore high. 2009). Here, we consider how the aforementioned two episodes of selection on body size might influence salmon fecundity and age structure, which should then have consequences for their population dynamics.
Population dynamics
By changing the body size distribution of salmon spawning in the creek, selection at the creek mouth and by bears has the potential to drive correlated selection on the number of eggs per female. As smaller fish are less fecund and have smaller eggs than do larger fish (Beacham and Murray, 1993) , a shift toward smaller fish may result in fewer recruits per spawner relative to years dominated by larger fish (see also Hutchings, 2005) . Thus, selection on body size can drive correlated selection on traits that influence population dynamicsalthough this has not yet been formally investigated.
In addition, because body size is strongly influenced by the number of years spent in the ocean, selection acting on body size has the potential to drive correlated selection on salmon age-at-maturity (Quinn and Buck, 2001) . The majority of sockeye salmon returning to Hansen Creek have spent a single year in fresh water and 2 years at sea, but some individuals have also spent 1 or 3 years at sea (Table 1) . These different ocean ages strongly correlate with body size; those spending more . The two bars represent those fish that stranded and died at the mouth of creek (black bars) versus those that successfully ascended the creek mouth and died in the creek itself (gray bars). Note that only a subset of fish dying at the mouth versus instream were measured for length and so these data emphasize size selection only, and not the overall mortality that occurred at the mouth. (2004) highlighting size-selective predation by bears on Hansen Creek sockeye salmon plotted separately for females (top) and males (bottom). The two bars represent those fish that died of senescence (gray bars) versus those that were killed by bears (black bars). Note that only a subset of fish dying of senescence versus because of bears were measured for length and so these data emphasize size-selective predation only, and not the overall mortality because of bear predation.
Eco-evolutionary salmon dynamics SM Carlson et al time in the ocean are larger (Figure 6 ). Figure 7 shows an example of the correlated selection on age at maturity from a year of particularly strong direct selection on body size at the creek mouth. In particular, a comparison of the estimated pre-selection ages of fish returning to the mouth of Hansen Creek (Figure 7b ) with the postselection ages of fish that successful ascending the creek mouth to enter the creek proper ( Figure 7c ) shows a pronounced shift toward younger (two-ocean as opposed to three-ocean) fish.
An important effect of age structure on population dynamics is the degree to which generations are overlapping. When individuals from a given birth-year cohort mostly return to breed at the same age, little overlap occurs between different cohorts, which can lead to a pronounced cohort effect across years (for example, large and small population sizes occurring in different years at a regular frequency). Such periodical systems can be quite vulnerable to disturbances in a single year that can eliminate one of the cohorts with little hope of recovery through recruitment from the local population (although recruitment can occur from other populations). In contrast, when individuals from the same birth-year cohort return to breed at multiple ages, cohort effects are less dramatic and the system can be more robust to episodic disturbances. In Hansen Creek, selection against larger fish leads to correlated selection against older fish (Figure 7) , which simplifies the age-structure and increases the proportion of fish breeding as 4-year olds (as opposed to 5-year olds). The large proportion of 4-year olds breeding in this population has resulted in population cycles occurring every 4 years with, for example, large returns observed in years 1991, 1995, 1999 and 2003 (Figure 2) . Thus, selection on body size in this population has likely indirectly influenced population dynamics.
Community dynamics
Some investigators (for example, Bailey et al., 2009) have argued that community (and ecosystem) variables are further removed from phenotypes than are population dynamics, and so the effects of phenotypes should become weaker from the population level to the community level to the ecosystem level. However, this might not be the case when traits can have direct as well as indirect effects on communities and ecosystems. By direct effects, we mean that the specific trait value of individuals is relevant to a particular community-or ecosystem-level process. For example, a salmon of one size will have a different effect on the community than will a salmon of a different size. By indirect effects, we mean that a direct effect at one ecological level can then influence other ecological levels. For example, large salmon will have more offspring than smaller ones and might therefore increase population size in the next generation, with this greater abundance having an effect on the ecosystem independent of the specific trait values of the individuals. The indirect effects are more obvious because it is easy to envision how trait change influences population size, which then influences ecological variables. Here, we will consider the less obvious possibility of direct effects of trait change because of selection on community interactions-namely predatorprey interactions.
What are the consequences of selection at the creek mouth for bear ecology? When salmon are sufficiently abundant and easy to catch, bears kill salmon selectively on the basis of size (for example, Quinn and Kinnison, 1999; Ruggerone et al., 2000; Quinn and Buck, 2001) ); and they also target energy-rich (that is, newly arrived) fish (Gende et al., 2004) , as well as energy-rich body parts such as the eggs of females (Gende et al., 2001) . Body size selection based on stranding at the creek mouth could therefore have bioenergetic consequences for the bears, as the per-fish energetic reward is less for small fish than large fish. Although bears do scavenge some fish at the creek mouth, they more often use the upper portions of the creek, where they are able to avoid humans and can also spread out and minimize interactions with other bears. Thus, in years when this selection at the creek mouth is intense, it might increase the chances of energy limitation for bears. For example, bears might have to increase their foraging effort, change their selectivity for energy-rich fish (Gende et al., 2004) or change their selectivity for energy-rich tissues (Gende et al., 2001) . These effects are unlikely, however, to be particularly important when the overall salmon population is large and bears can easily catch the fish. Another potential community-level effect of selection on salmon body size is related to their nest digging activity. By disturbing the local substrate, salmon nest digging results in short-term decreases in insect biomass (for example, Field-Dodgson, 1987; Moore and Schindler, 2008) . The predictable disturbance also influences insect life histories, where emergence is timed to occur before salmon arrival, presumably to avoid mortality because of salmon nest digging activities (Moore and Schindler, 2010) . The size of the nest excavated by a salmon female is related to her body size; larger females dig larger nests (Steen and Quinn, 1999) . By changing the distribution of female body size, selection from stranding and predation may thus influence insect community dynamics. These two potential community-level effects of selection (bear energetics and aquatic invertebrate communities) have not been explicitly tested-but they seem reasonable possibilities. At the same time, the main effect of stranding may be numerical (reducing the number of salmon) rather than selective (reducing their size). If so, the effects of selection within a generation may be weak in relation to simple non-selective mortality. We will revisit this idea of the relative importance of selection in the next section when discussing fluxes of salmon biomass to the creek.
Ecosystem dynamics
The importance of salmon to ecosystem processes can be broadly categorized into trophic influences (subsidy, Polis et al., 1997) versus non-trophic influences (ecosystem engineering, Jones et al., 1994) , both of which have been studied extensively from an ecological perspective (for a recent review, see Janetski et al., 2009) . In the first case, salmon subsidies from the ocean are transferred into freshwater and terrestrial ecosystems through direct consumption by animals and through excretion, decomposition and sub-surface water movement (reviewed in Gende et al., 2002) . The flux of salmon biomass from the ocean to freshwater can be substantial, and varies among years because of variation in salmon density and body size. In addition, whether salmon carcasses accumulate at the mouth of the creek, in the creek itself or in the riparian zone has consequences for consumers and nutrient dynamics. Here, we explore the potential consequences of trait change due selection on fluxes of Figure 7 Selection on salmon body size leads to indirect selection on age composition, which has implications for population dynamics. In panel (a), we have plotted the length-frequency histogram (left y axis) for the subset of male salmon that were measured for body length during the 2004 spawning season, representing males that died at the mouth or in the stream. The right y axis shows the percentage of known-aged males in each length bin that spent 2 years at sea (1 minus this proportion represents the percentage of known-aged males that spent 3 years at sea). We then estimated the age of all fish measured for length based on the percentage of known-aged two-ocean and three-ocean fish in each length bin, which we have plotted in panel (b) . Note that this represents the pre-selection distribution of length-at-age for the subset of fish measured for body length. Finally, we estimated the post-selection distribution of length-at-age by estimating the age of all fish that successfully ascended the creek mouth, which we have plotted in panel (c). A comparison of panels b and c reveals that selection against large-bodied salmon indirectly favors younger (two-ocean) fish.
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salmon biomass from the creek mouth into the upper portions of the creek (influenced by selection at the creek mouth) and from the creek into the riparian zone (influenced by selection by bears in the creek) (Figure 3) .
To infer the extent to which phenotypic change because of selection matters within the larger scheme of external driving factors, we partition the change in flux of salmon biomass into that because of selective mortality (hereafter 'flux change because of selection') versus non-selective mortality (hereafter 'flux change because of ecology'). This approach is in analogy to earlier work by Hairston et al. (2005) and Ezard et al. (2009) asking how much of the variance in population size of a target organism from one generation to the next is the result of phenotypic change between generations (there considered 'evolution') versus external environmental drivers (there considered 'ecology'). In our extension of this approach, we first estimated how the flux into the creek was influenced by the combined effects of 'ecology and selection' (measured selective and non-selective mortality at the creek mouth), and we then partitioned this combined effect into the fraction that might be considered purely ecological (influence of stranding on fish numbers) versus that because of selection (influence of stranding on average phenotype). This is a simplification, of course, because the influence of stranding of fish numbers will depend on overall body size, which is the product of past selection.
We first calculated the total biomass flux of salmon returning to Hansen Creek to breed as the total number of fish returning to the creek (before actually entering the creek) multiplied by the average mass of those fish. This was calculated separately for males and females and then summed: average flux across years 1997-2006 was 17 281 kg (range 5066-35 974 kg). We then calculated the flux into the creek proper after the combined effects of size-independent mortality (ecology) and size-dependent mortality (selection) at the creek mouth as the number of fish that successfully ascended the mouth multiplied by their average mass. Owing to mortality at the creek mouth, the total flux of salmon biomass into Hansen Creek was reduced annually by ecology and selection combined by an average of 15% (range o1-36%), which corresponds to an average annual loss of 2913 kg of salmon biomass (range 49-8805 kg). To estimate the flux change because of 'ecology' alone, we calculated the biomass removed at the mouth because of size-independent mortality. To do this, we multiplied the number of fish that died at the creek mouth by the average mass of the total return, thus simulating mortality without selection. The average flux change because of ecology alone across years 1997-2006 was thereby estimated as 2759 kg (range 51-8534 kg). To estimate the flux change because of selection alone, we calculated the biomass retained at the creek mouth because of size-dependent mortality. To do this, we multiplied the number of fish that died at the creek mouth by the difference in body mass between those that died and the total return (before entering the creek), thus simulating selection without mortality. The average flux change because of selection alone across years 1997-2006 was 154 kg (range o1-289 kg). Thus, an average of 6% of the change in flux at the creek mouth was because of selection (range 0-11%, interannual variation highlighted in Figure 3a) . These calculations show that (1) ecology (influence of stranding on fish numbers) has a larger role than selection (influence of stranding on fish body size), but (2) that selection within a generation does also contribute. Whether this modest selection influences the system within a given generation is not yet known. However, as we will explain later, the evolutionary consequences of selection across multiple generations will likely have much larger effects.
As with the above procedure, we estimated how the flux into the riparian zone was influenced by the combined effects of 'ecology and selection' through the measured movement of fish biomass by bears. We partitioned this combined effect into that which might be considered purely ecological (influence of bears on the number of fish transported to the riparian zone) versus that because of selection (influence of bears on the average body size of transported fish). We first estimated the combined effect of ecology and selection as the number of fish transported into the riparian zone multiplied by the average mass of bear-killed fish. We needed to correct for the amount of tissue consumed by bears because it is the non-consumed part of the carcass that is left in the riparian zone. For this, we multiplied the above quantity by one minus the average proportion of tissue consumed by bears (field data yielded estimates of 24 and 22% consumption of female and male salmon carcasses, respectively, by bears, Quinn et al., 2009) . This yielded an estimate of the average annual flux of salmon biomass into the riparian zone of 3300 kg (range 638-9121 kg) across years 1999-2006 (see also Table 4 of Quinn et al., 2009 ). This estimate excludes salmon materials that were first ingested and later excreted by bears in the riparian zone, and so it represents a conservative estimate of the riparian flux because of bear predation. Next, we estimated the influence of ecology alone on the flux change as the number of fish transported multiplied by the average mass of fish in the stream (before removal by bears), again corrected for the average proportion of tissue left unconsumed by bears. The average flux change because of ecology thus calculated was 3102 kg (range 588-8259 kg). Finally, we estimated the influence of selection alone on the flux change as the number of fish transported multiplied by the difference in the average mass between fish in the stream (before removal by bears) and the bear-killed fish, again corrected for the average proportion of tissue left unconsumed by bears. This calculation yielded an estimate of the average flux change because of selection alone of 198 kg (range 37-862 kg). Thus, the flux change to the riparian zone was increased, on average, by 5% (range 3-9%) because of the selection of larger fish by bears (interannual variation highlighted in Figure 3b ).
In addition to the above consumptive effects, the nest digging activity of salmon can have profound impacts on their spawning habitats, as introduced above. In particular, their nest digging activity disturbs the local substrate, resulting in short-term decreases in algal biomass (for example, Moore and Schindler, 2008) , large seasonal pulses of sediments, nitrogen, and phosphorous to downstream areas (Moore et al., 2007) , changes in stream ecosystem metabolism (Holtgrieve and Schindler, In Press) and changes in surface particle distribution, with consequences for scour depth (Montgomery et al., 1996) . As nest size and therefore disturbance is related to female body size, selection on body size has the potential to influence the impact of salmon as ecosystem engineers in streams and their selective effect on insect life histories.
The above estimation did not include all potential selective effects. For instance, the population is subject to another major source of predation-a commercial fishery-before they reach the breeding grounds, which has a strong numerical effect (removing upward of 50% of the salmon in many years). This fishery is also highly size-selective in removing larger fish and so might well have similar or larger impacts on eco-evolutionary dynamics . Overall, then, the combined effects of selection across the entire adult phase may have large cumulative effects on ecosystem processes.
Importance of eco-evolutionary dynamics to local adaptation
We have so far emphasized how ecological processes can be influenced by phenotypic changes within a generation because of selection. We now extend this consideration to how selection within a generation drives phenotypic change across generations, which then has influences on ecological processes.
Traits under selection are expected to evolve if they have a genetic basis. In a review of trait heritabilities and genetic correlations for salmonine fishes, Carlson and Seamons (2008) reported that the median heritabilities (h 2 ) across studies for length-at-maturity and age-atmaturity were 0.29 and 0.21, respectively, which suggests substantial evolutionary potential. Moreover, genetic correlations between length-at-age and life history traits were strong and positive: median correlation across studies ¼ 0.34 (Carlson and Seamons, 2008) , suggesting that selection on size could drive correlated evolution of age-at-maturity, as well as other traits (see also Kinnison et al., 2011) .
As introduced earlier, bears generally select large individuals (Quinn and Kinnison, 1999; Ruggerone et al., 2000; Quinn and Buck, 2001) in streams where the catching of salmon is easy (for example, small and structurally simple streams), whereas they feed less selectively in streams where the catching of salmon is difficult (for example, large rivers; Gende et al., 2004; . Hansen Creek falls at former end of this continuum. It is relatively small (10 cm deep, 3-4 m wide) and structurally simple, and the bears are highly size selective (for example, Quinn and Buck, 2001; Quinn et al., 2001a) . Exacerbating this selection is the stranding at the creek mouth, which is not as common in nearby streams (Quinn and Buck, 2001; . As these two selective forces are stronger in Hansen Creek than in most other nearby sockeye salmon populations , we would expect evolutionary differences in body size among populations, and this is indeed the case. As expected, Hansen Creek salmon are smaller than those in most other creeks-even after accounting for the immediate effects of selection within a generation (Quinn et al., 2001b) .
Thus, local selective effects that differ between creeks have influenced adaptive divergence in body size among salmon populations, which should influence creek-specific population, community and ecosystem dynamics. That is, each of the above effects discussed for selection within a generation at Hansen Creek should play out in an evolutionary sense between Hansen Creek and other salmon populations in the vicinity. We exemplify these potential effects by extending our previous consideration of nutrient fluxes to an amongpopulation context. That is, we assume that the body size differences among the streams are the product of evolutionary divergence (Quinn et al., 2001b; Carlson et al., 2009) and evaluate the ecological consequences by asking what would happen if Hansen Creek was populated by fish with body sizes typical of the other streams. Specifically, we re-calculated the Hansen total flux based on males using the average body size of male salmon from two neighboring populations, Bear and Yako creeks. These results show that the total flux into Hansen Creek would be much higher (30-32%) if not for adaptation to local conditions that has lead to the evolution of small size.
In short, evolution of body size and correlated traits among salmon populations has certainly influenced local ecological dynamics. We have only isolated one such effect by hypothetically varying body length independent of other traits (for example, weight at length, which also varies among populations). Thus, our calculations did not include all ecological or evolutionary effects that might influences fluxes of salmon biomass across habitats. For example, populations might be more abundant when fish are smaller/younger. Consequently, the evolutionary effect that we just described (smaller salmon) could be offset by opposing ecological effects (more salmon). Similarly, evolutionary forces other than selection might limit the influence of body size divergence among populations. For example, while selection should facilitate the adaptive divergence of proximate populations, gene flow among them should constrain their divergence , and so the potential for among-population divergence in eco-evolutionary dynamics might be larger when gene flow is less.
How quickly might eco-evolutionary differences arise owing to local adaptation? In our post-glacial study system, the tension between selection facilitating and gene flow constraining divergence has played out over thousands of years but the observed differences probably arose much more quickly. For instance, in introduced populations, body size can evolve by 10% or more in only dozens of generations in response to local selection pressures (for example, Kinnison et al., 1998; Hendry et al., 2000) . Thus, evolutionary change is likely to influence eco-evolutionary dynamics on contemporary time scales.
We next consider the special case where eco-evolutionary dynamics could represent true feedbacks, that is, a phenotypic trait is influenced by the same ecological variable that the same phenotypic trait then influences (Post and Palkovacs, 2009 ). For instance, feedbacks seem possible with respect to bear predation. That is, selection on salmon body size that drives the evolution of smaller salmon body size should influence bear ecology, which could then influence the intensity of size-biased predation, and so on. In contrast, feedbacks seem unlikely with respect to selection owing to stranding at the creek mouth. That is, selection at the creek mouth influences the evolution of salmon phenotypes across generations, but those phenotypes do not then influence the ultimate factor that causes stranding in the first place: water level at the creek mouth. (However, evolution across generations should influence average body sizes, which should then influence the number of fish stranding at a given body size.) When true eco-evolutionary feedbacks are present, this might accelerate divergence among populations if selection drives adaptations to local ecological conditions, leading to evolutionary change in traits that affect local ecology, thereby resulting in a change in the selective pressure itself. This and many of the other ideas we presented have yet to be demonstrated experimentally, suggesting many avenues for future research.
Summary
We first proposed and then quantified some likely influences of selection within a generation on ecological processes in and around salmon spawning streams. When these effects could be quantified, they were not large (average about 5-6%, maximum 9-11%) in relation to basic non-selective effects of mortality. However, the total evolutionary effects will certainly be much largerwe only considered one trait (body length) and we did not consider all episodes of selection acting on the fish. In addition, the cumulative effects of selection across generations lead to adaptive divergence among populations that clearly has much larger ecological consequences. Our attempt to estimate one such consequence involved the direct effects of change in fish phenotypes on nutrient flux. However, evolution is also expected to influence population dynamics, and so many of the ecological (numerical) effects we describe will also be at least partly the indirect effects of evolution. In short, our demonstration is merely a heuristic one of the potential for evolutionary processes to influence ecological dynamics. Future work may show that the sum total of all such effects is dramatic, at least in some cases, and should therefore be considered in studies of how salmon influence their environment.
